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1. Main figures of Spanish Pigmeat Sector:
 Production and pig population.
 Farming structure.
 Consumption and consumer profile.
 Trade. 
2. Challenges of Spanish pigmeat sector.
 Market concerns.
 Sustainability concerns. 
MAIN FIGURES AND 
EVOLUTION OF SPANISH 
PIGMEAT PRODUCTION
MAIN FIGURES
~ 5.965 MILLION € - 36,4% LIVESTOCK 
PRODUCTION
4TH WORLD PRODUCER
2ND EUROPEAN PRODUCER (MEAT), 1ST
CONSIDERING CENSUS
177% SELF-SUFICCIENCY
MEAT PRODUCTION: 4.058 MT
PIG POPULATION: 29.23 M heads.
PRODUCTION
Source: EUROSTAT and MAPAMA
SPAIN IN THE EUROPENA PIGMEAT 
PRODUCTION
Source: USDA, EUROSTAT and MAPAMA
CHANGE IN WORLD AND EU 
PIGMEAT PRODUCTION
Source: USDA, EUROSTAT, MAPAMA
CHANGE IN WORLD AND EU 
PIGMEAT PRODUCTION





Source: USDA, EUROSTAT, MAPAMA
CHANGE IN SPANISH, WORLD 
AND EU PIGMEAT PRODUCTION
PIG POPULATION IN THE EU
Source: EUROSTAT / MAPAMA
FARMING 
STRUCTURE
PIG POPULATION IN SPAIN (´000 heads)
Source: MAGRAMA
Elaboration: MercoLleida
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF PIG POOPULATION IN SPAIN
DISTRIBUTION OF HOLDINGS
Fuente: REGA
Holding distribution by regions 2015
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10.000 - 20.0000 holdings
 4.000 - 10.000 holdings
 1.000 - 4.000 holdings
 < 1.000 holdings
NUMBER OF FARMS BROKEN DOWN BY 
FARM SIZE




































NÚMERO DE EXPLOTACIONES SEGÚN CAPACIDAD: EVOLUCIÓN 2007-2016






































FARMS BROKEN DOWN BY FARMING SYSTEM - EVOLUTION 2007-2016
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Mixed
FARMING SYSTEMS IN SPAIN
INTENSIVE EXTENSIVE
INTEGRATION AND CONNECTIONS 



















INTEGRATION AND CONNECTIONS 
IN FOOD CHAIN 













INTEGRATION OF PRIMARY 
SECTOR – GOOD OR BAD?
Reduces risks for 
producers
Increases efficiency of 








Increases market risks 
for free farmers 




THE EUROPEAN CONSUMER -
EVOLUTION
Fuente: EUROSTAT / Draft preliminary EU agricultural market outlook 2016-2026.






THE SPANISH CONSUMER -
TRENDS
TRADE




SPANISH PIGMEAT EXPORTS -
EVOLUTION
SPANISH PIGMEAT EXPORTS – MAIN 
DESTINATIONS (2014-2016)
Source: A.E.A.T.
Elaboration SG Productos Ganaderos MAGRAMA
EXPORTS DESTINATIONS: THE CHINESE 
FACTOR
Source: A.E.A.T.
Elaboration SG Productos Ganaderos MAGRAMA
SPANISH PIGMEAT EXPORTS –
DESTINATIONS (2005)
Source: A.E.A.T.
Elaboration SG Productos Ganaderos MAGRAMA





Facts and challenges of Spanish 
pigmeat production




























POPULATION OF PIGS IN THE EU – EVOLUTION 
SPAIN Germany France Netherlands Poland Denmark
…COULD THAT GROWTH REMAIN 
FOR THE NEXT YEARS?
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EVOLUTION OF THE EU PIGS PRICES 2005-2016











































EVOLUTION OF THE EU PIGS PRICES AND PRODUCTION 2005-2016











































EVOLUTION OF THE EU PIGS PRICES AND PRODUCTION 2005-2016
EU PIG HISTORICAL PRICES (EURO/100 kg carcass CLASS E) EU PRODUCTION OF MEAT: PIGS (1000 Tonnes)
Internal market uncertainities
THE GROWTH OF PIGMEAT PRODUCTION COMES 
WITH A RECONVERSION OF PRIMARY SECTOR
Internal market uncertainities





















EU PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF PIG MEAT  2005-2015













EVOLUCIÓN DE LAS EXPORTACIONES ESPAÑOLAS EN EL 











GROWTH IS SUBSTENTED BY EXPORTS








Fuente: USDA Agricultural Projections to 2026 
World market uncertainities




The challenge of 
sustainability
GROWTH IS ONLY POSSIBLE IN 
RESPONSIBLE WAY
Source: Future emissions of air pollutants in Europe – Current legislation baseline and the scope for further reductions TSAP Report #1 
Spanish pigmeat sector: medium term 
challenges
THE SPANISH PIGMEAT SECTOR NEEDS 
A STRATEGY
FOCUSED IN RESPONSIBLE 
GROWTH
SET BY THE OWN SECTOR, BUT 
INVOLVING ALL STAKEHOLDERS AND 
COMPETENT AUTHORITIES
AMBITIOUS, BUT HAVING THE 
ECONOMY IN MIND
¡MUCHAS GRACIAS! 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!
KÖSZÖNJÜK! 
